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Chapter 6

Contempt and Anger in the 2016 
U.S. Presidential Election 

Kyle Mattes, Ira J. Roseman, David P. Redlawsk, 
and Steven Katz 

"Ben Carson is a complete and total loser�" says Donald Trump. But this

one-liner about his opponent in the 2016 Republican Party presidential pri

maries is not from a campaign speech, nor is it a tweet. It is a promotional

spot NBC intended to air for Trump's then-upcoming gig as host of Saturday

Night Live.1

The joke, of course. is the similarity to Trump's actual campaign rhetoric.

''Jeb [Bush] is a loser," said Trump in February 2016." Trump also repeatedly

referred to Bush as a low-energy individual. ''You know what is happening

to Jeb's crowd right down the street?" Trump asked. ''They're sleeping."3 In

prior years, a common refrain in Republican primaries had been that the other

candidate(s) were not conservative enough, meaning that they did not have

sufficiently conservative positions on important political issues. But when

Trump attacked his opponents, he rarely focused on their policy initiatives.

lnstead, Trump appeared to target his opponents' inferiority as people. He

told voters that Senator Ted Cruz was "a lying guy. A really lying guy."'; that

Senator Marco Rubio was "little"; that Senator Lindsay Graham was "a total

lightweight."5 These insults continued into the general election. as Trump

lambasted "Crooked Hillary."

Are such insults the vagaries of a rather unusual presidential candidate, or

instead a calculated political strategy'J Though it could be said that Trump had

a unique delivery, personal attacks of this kind are not new to politics.6 The

2nd U.S. president, John Adams, when he ran against Thomas Jefferson in

J 800, was called a "hideous hermaphroditical character which has neither the

force and firmness of a man, nor the gentleness and sensibility of a woman"

(Cummins 2007). However, in contrast to other modern elections, personal

insults flooded the 2016 election landscape. In tile Republican primaries,

Marco Rubio labeled Trump "a con artist."7 A Ted Cruz ad disparaged Rubio

IOI 
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as "just another pretty face."8 In a debate, Rubio claimed that New Jersey 
governor Chris Christie preferred to keep campaigning rather than respond to 
a snowstorm in his home state. In response, Christie sarcastically asked, "Is 
that one of the skills you get as a United States senator? ESP?"9 In the general 
election, ads for Hillary Clinton labeled Trump as a con man and a fraud. Her 
campaign sought to convince voters that Trump was ''temperamentally unfit" 
for the presidency . 10 

What do these attacks have in common? In a word, contempt. Psychologists 
regard contempt as an emotion which is "the feeling when one judges another 
person as an inferior human being" (Fischer 2011, 77). The attacks described 
above tried to make voters feel contempt toward, and look down upon, an 
opposing candidate. There is a good theoretical reason for this approach. 
Contempt is a "rejection" emotion, elicited by appraisals of another person as 
unworthy, inferior, or beneath some standard (Miller 1997; Roseman 2018). 
Contempt is associated with the desire to have nothing to do with that person 
(Fischer and Roseman 2007) and to get other people to reject them too (Haidt 
2003; Roseman 2018), the latter be.ing especially important to politics. Vot
ing against candidates for whom you feel contempt will help minimize their 
impact. So, you might expect political scientists to have regularly studied the 
role of contempt in politics. But this is not the case. 

EMOTIONS AND POLITICS 

While there is much agreement among scholars that emotions play a pivotal 
role in elections, disagreements persist on how to categorize them. There are 
two main approaches (Redlawsk & Pierce 20 J 7). The dimensional approach 
identifies two emotional vectors: positive and negative. The dimensions 
themselves are the focus because advocates of this perspective theorize that 
all the emotions of each type (positives or negatives) have similar effects. For 
example, anger and fear, both being negative emotions, are combined within 
the "negative" dimension (e.g., Lodge and Taber 2013). On the other hand, 
proponents of the discrete perspective argue that there are multiple emo
tions with distinct effects on voting and other forms of political participation 
(e.g., Marcus, Neuman, and MacKuen 2000). While clearly the emotions 
themselves can be classified as positive or negative, this approach argues 
that specific emotions of the same dimensionality may still have unique 
and distinguishable effects that are lost by combining them into simple 
positive/negative vectors. In this chapter we focus on this discrete approach, 
examining potential differences between two negative emotions, anger and 
contempt. In doing so we extend as well as test the discrete approach in the 
context of election campaigns. 
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ln recent election cycles, the media have focused on anger-whether the 
candidates sound angry, whether angry voters will turn out and/or demand 
change, and so on. To date, political science research on negative emotions 
has also focused on anger and on fear (or anxiety). Fear and anger arc the 
only two negative emotions about which there are questions in nearly all 
iterations of the American National Election Studies. Dimensional theorists 
(e.g., Lodge and Taber 2013) have viewed them primarily as examples of 
negative emotions. Marcus et al. (2000) presented evidence indicating thul 
they ought to be distinguished, insofar as "anxiety" (which encompasses 
fear) and "aversion" (which includes anger, as well as contempt, disgust, and 
related feelings) made independent contributions to evaluations of presiden
tial candidate Bill Clinton. 

Since this Affective Intelligence Theory pioneered the discrete emotion 
approach in political science, a number of studies have shown the benefit nf 
distinguishing anger from other negative emotions, and have documented its 
impact. Anger fueled the Tea Party movement (Sparks 2015) and opposition 
to health care reform (Banks 2014), and it is a driving force behind partisan
ship in general (Huddy et al. 2015). Moreover, comparisons of negative e111<1-
tions have shown anger is more influential than fear in predicting high-effort 
political participation (e.g., working for a campaign or donating money) and 
voting in presidential campaigns (Finn and Glaser' 2010; Valentino ct al. 
2011). 

Thus, the conclusion that anger plays an important role in politics is ines
capable. But we propose that contempt is also important, and that new and 
important findings may emerge if anger and contempt-which have increas-· 
ingly been separated in emotions research outside political science--arc 
similarly differentiated by political scientists. A brief comparison betwc�n 
the two emotions will help explain our theory. 

Anger is an "attack" emotion (Frijda 1986). Angry people often want Lu 
confront their target and force that person to change behavior (Potegal and 
Qiu 2010; Sell et al. 2009). So, with anger there exists the possibility of reso
lution or reconciliation (e.g., if the target person would stop what he or she 
is doing). Anger ebbs and flows; it is a relatively short-term emotion. ln con
trast, as noted above, contempt is a rejection emotion. Contemptuous penple 
often want nothing to do with their target, and reconciliation is less likely 
(Fischer and Roseman 2007). More so than anger, contempt predicts relalirn1� 
ship deterioration (e.g., Gattman and Levenson 1992). Contempt tends tn he u 
longer-term emotion. For example, Romani et al. (2013) found that anger rei1 
in response to perceived corporate wrongdoing predicted actions designc:d 
to penalize but maintain a relationship with a company. However, contcmp1 
predicted actions designed to discredit or hurt the company and ultiniatt'Jy 
disengage from it. 
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Appraisal theories suggest that voters get angry at politicians when they 
attribute to them outcomes that seem unfair (e.g., Tong 2010). Voters feel 
contempt for politicians that seem incompetent or corrupt and thus undeserv
ing of pubUc office. Sometimes anger is felt about a negative outcome (e.g., a 
trade deal that hurts workers like me) and contempt simultaneously about the 
failings (being a "terrible negotiator" or a "crooked" candidate) alleged to be 
producing that outcome. Many voters would argue that bad outcomes can be 

altered, but bad people cannot. 

PREVIOUS RESEARCH ON CONTEMPT IN POLITICS 

We have mentioned the limited availability of studies analyzing the impact 
of contempt on election outcomes. One reason is that the American National 
Election Study (ANES), that is the source of much data for political scientists, 
routinely asks questions about anger, fear, pride, and hope, but not contempt. 
Even so, the few extant studies of political contempt give reason to believe it 

is worthwhile examining its distinct effects. 
In 1995, an ANES pilot study asked about contempt felt toward presiden

tial candidates. Using the pilot data, Johnston, Roseman, and Katz (2014) 
analyzed the relationship between ratings of each candidate's leadership, 
specific negative emotions, and evaluations of the candidates (feeling ther
mometers ranging from O to JOO). They found that for 1996 Democratic 
candidate (and incumbent president) Bill Clinton, both anger and contempt 
(but not fear) .independently mediated the effect of leadership perceptions and 
thermometer evaluations. ln contrast, for Republican candidate Bob Dole, 
anger and fear (but not contempt) mediated the relationship between leader
ship and thermometer score. 

A second study asked undergraduates to view excerpts from the 2008 
presidential campaign debates between Senator Barack Obama and Senator 
John McCain (Roseman et al. 2013). This study found that for Democratic 
candidate Obama, both viewer contempt and anger mediated the relationship 
between perceived undesirable qualities of Obama and the1mometer evalu
ations. However, only anger mediated the same relationship for McCain. 
Thus, in two different elections, contempt as well as anger influenced how 
perceptions of a Democratic presidential candidate affected evaluations of 
that candidate. Whereas for Republican candidates, anger but not contempt 
was important. 

A third study extended this research beyond presidential elections, and 
found that contempt mattered for Republican as well as Democratic can
didates, depending on contextual factors. Redlawsk, Roseman, Mattes, and 

Katz (2016) surveyed voters during the 2014 U.S. Senate elections in Iowa 

j 
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and New Jersey, tes6ng the relationship between six felt emotions-anger, 
contempt, anxiety, enthusiasm, hope, and admiration-and vote intentions. 
Contempt predicted voting against both Democrat Bruce Braley and Repub
lican Joni Ernst in Iowa. Anger also predicted voting against Braley, while 
anxiety also predicted voting against Ernst. Furthermore, of the three negative 
emotions, contempt was the most significant predictor for both candidates. In 
New Jersey, contempt was the most impo1tant negative emotion predicting 
voting against Republican Jeff Bell, but had little impact on the probability 
of voting for Democrat Cory Booker. Why the difference? One possibility: 
in the hotly contested Iowa race, the airwaves were saturated for months 
with negative ads, which often try to evoke contempt. But in the relatively 
uncontested New Jersey race, Democrat Booker aired very few TV ads, and 

Republican Bell aired none. 
Extending our work further, we carried out another study du.ring the 2016 

presidential primaries, examining whether contempt and anger had differential 
effects on support for GOP candidates in the first-in-the-nation Iowa Caucuses 
(Redlawsk, Roseman, Mattes, and Katz 20 J 7). We found clear evidence that 
Iowa GOP voters perceived contempt coming.from the candidates, with Don
ald Trump welJ ahead of his opponents in this respect. They also felt contempt 
toward candidates, and candidates benefited from contempt felt toward rivals. 
Even in this intraparty context, where voters share pattisan identification and 

thus some social identity with the candidates, we found contempt and anger 
had different and unique effects, both on candidate evaluation and the vote. 

The rise of Donald Trump in the 2016 presidential election provides an 
opportunity to examine differences between contempt and anger in a cam
paign where directly expressing contempt for his opponents became a core 
feature of Donald Trump's rhetoric. In no previous election of which we are 
aware has a candidate so blatantly and persistently dismissed multiple oppo

nents as characterologically inferior. While we have previously found that 
voters perceive contempt in negative ads (Redlawsk et al. 2016), the rhetoric 
in the ads themselves and the candidate speeches in 2014 lowa came nowhere 
close to the 2016 presidential election. This leads us to ask the following ques
tions: To what extent did voters perceive contempt, anger, and other emotions 
in the 2016 general election? And, to what degree did those perceptions affect 
voters' responses to the candidates? Rather than relying on generalized feel
ings as typically asked in surveys, in our online survey we presented voters 
with two real-life campaign ads-one from the major super PAC supporting 
Hillary Clinton and the other from the Trump campaign-to directly gauge 
emotional responses to the campaigns each candidate was carrying out. 

We believe that a key purpose of many negative campaign ads is to push 
voters toward holding an opponent in contempt-not just to make voters feel 
anxious or angry or afraid, but to make them dismissive of the opponent. 
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Often this process is relatively subtle. as candidates may sense some risk in 
"mudslinging" attacks the characll.:r ()r their opponents. Even so, if we are 
correct, viewers of negative ads should perceive contempt as being expressed 
in those ads. In this study. we showed participants two political negative 
advertisements, one attacking Hillary Clinton and the other attacking Donald 
Trump. We expect that those who perceive more contempt toward the candi
date attacked in the ads will feel less favorable toward that candidate, exactly 
as the ad's sponsor would want. Given what we know about the nature of 
contempt, if candidates are successful in generating that feeling, we expect 
this opinion change to be significant and possibly stronger than the effect 
of perceiving anger. At the same time, we are also interested in whether the 
Trump and Clinton campaigns, to the extent their ads generate contempt for 
the other, also risked backlash for perhaps going too far in their attacks. 

RESEARCH DESIGN AND THE COOPERATIVE 

CONGRESSIONAL ELECTION SURVEY (CCES) 

Our data were collected as part of the Cooperative Congressional Election Sur
vey (CCES) that is administered biannuaHy to coincide with the presidential 
and midterm elections in the United States. 11 About half of the survey consists
of common content questions that ask for respondents' demographic informa
tion and their general political attitudes, and the results are available to the 
public at large. The remainder of the questionnaire consists of smaller modules 
that are designed and purchased by individual researchers or research teams 
interested in more specific questions; these results are proprietary. The ques
tions in each module are asked to a relatively small subset ( I 000) of the CCES 
respondents. Our data come from such a module. 

The CCES survey is a two-part panel study administered both before and 
after the election. Most of the questions are asked in the pre-election phase, 
which is administered in September and October of the election year. In the 
post-election phase, which is administered in November, the same respon
dents are asked questions that are usually related to results of the recently 
completed election. The final sample from the 2016 CCES pre-election sur
vey had 84,292 respondents, of whom 64,000 (76.64%) also completed the 
post-election survey.'2 Of the 1000 respondents in our pre-election module, 
801 (80. l %) the post-election survey. 13 

To test the effects of contempt and other emotions in 2016 presidential cam
paign ads, we selected two frequently-aired advertisements from the general 
election campaign-one from each side-randomizing the order in which the 
ads were viewed by respondents. The ad attacking Clinton, "Careless," begins 

with CNN host Wolf Blitzer repeating the phrase "extremely careless" from
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the FBI report on Clinton, then uses a montage to make it appear that FBI

director James Corney and the Washington Post are refuting Clinton's claim

that her answers were trnthful; it ends with the words "careless, reckless,

crooked." The Clinton ad, "What a Con Man," features Trump promoting

his past business ventures. After each one, it places a red stamp with a single

word-such as "FAILED," "SCAM," and "FRAUD,"-to describe the even

tual result, and ends with the visual "DONALD TRUMP IS A CON MAN.'' 1'' 

The goal of these ads appears to be lowering the viewer's opinion of the

opposing candidate-not only in leadership ability, but also as a person. But.

do these ads make viewers feel contempt? lt's difficult to judge immediate

emotional responses within the context of a survey. However, we believe that

viewers at least ought to perceive the contempt displayed in the ads. 

After each ad, we asked a series of questions about perceived emotions:

"How much [EMOTION) was expressed toward [CANDIDATE] in this

video?" We asked about anger, contempt, fear, and-in case these negative

ads backfired-admiration. The four possible responses ranged from a '"none

at all" to "a large amount," which we converted into a four-point scale desig-

nating "none at all" as one. 15 

RESULTS 

Before we turn to our examination of campaign ads, it may be useful to get 

a sense of the emotional context of the campaign as measured by commonly 
used questions asking what we call ever-felt emotional reactions to the candi
dates. We asked respondents in the pre-election wave of the CCES to tell us 
how often they felt each of six discrete emotions for each Trump and Clinton: 
anger, fear, contempt, hope, pride, and enthusiasm. Both the order of th� 
candidates and the order of the emotions were randomized. The question had 
two parts. Initially, respondents were asked: "Has [CANDIDATE NAMEI, 
because of the kind of person s/he is or because of something s/he hai; clone. 
ever made you feel [EMOTION]?" with Yes or No as the available responses. 
Those who answered yes were asked a follow-up question: ''How oft.en won Id 
you say you've felt [EMOTION]?" with possible responses of Never. Occa� 
sionally, About half the time, Most of the time, and Always. 

We placed those responding no to the initial question in the ·'never"' cat-
egory of the second question to create a scale of responses, from one (New!') 
to five (Always). Figure 6.1 displays the means and standard errors for each 
emotion for each candidate. The evidence is clear that both c,mdidates had a 

knack for bringing out the negative. Each of the negative emotions for bulh 
candidates had a higher score than any of the positive emotions. The must-· 
felt emotion in the election was anger toward Trump; the score of 2.53 fall� 
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Figure 6.1 Ever-felt Emotions in the 2016 CCES module. 

between the categories of "Occasionally" and "Half the time." Given the 

modal response of No/Never for every emotion, we consider Lhis an .indica
tion that the electorate directed a good deal of anger toward Trump. Trump 
also scored relatively high on fear (2.3 I) and contempt (2.09). Reactions to 
Clinton were not far behind; she evoked anger scored at 2.33, fear at 2.04, and 
contempt at 2.01. None of the positive emotions, for either candidate, reached 
the 2.00 mark, though hope for Clinton ( 1.94) and Trump ( 1.90) came closest. 

We now turn to an analysis of the emotions perceived in the campaign ads 
in the context of this quite negative electoral environment. Table 6.1 sum
marizes the results of our questions about the campaign ads. 

The ads were seen as containing considerable amounts of negative emo
tions. Contempt, anger, and fear were all perceived as expressed in both ads. 
On average, viewers perceived contempt significantly more than any other 
emotion measured in either ad: 3.03 on the 4-point scale (approximateJy "a 
moderate amount") for the anti-Trump ad, and 2.98 for the anti-Clinton ad. 
Anger was next most perceived, at 2.78 on the scale for the anti-Trump ad, and 
2.81 for the anti-Clinton ad. Fear was somewhat lower: 2.30 in the a�ti-Trump 
ad and 2.59 in anti-Clinton ad. Thus, attack ads are not just cognitively nega
tive : they are seen as expressing negative emotions toward their targets. And, it 
probably comes as no surprise , but viewers found little evidence of expressed 
admiration : 1.25 in the anti-Trump ad, and 1.30 in the anti-Clinton ad. 

Simply recognizing that negativity occurs in the ads (designed to be 

attacks, after all) does not tell us the extent to which emotional responses 
to these ads mattered. To examine this question , we followed the perceived 
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Table 6.1 Emotions Perceived in Anti-Clinton and Anti-Trump Ads

Anti-Trump Ad: "Con Man" 

Contempt 

Anger 
Fear 
Admiration 

Change in 

Favorability 

toward 
Target 

Anti-Clinton Ad: "Careless" 

2.98 (0.06) 

2.81 (0.06) 

2.59 (0.06) 

1 .30 (0.05) 

-0.13 (0.03) 

-0.06 (0.03) 

3.03 (0.06) 

2.78 (0.06) 

2.30 (0.06) 

1.25 (0.04) 

-0.13 (0.03)

-0.01 (0.03)

I(.)') 

Change in 

Favorability 

toward 
Sponsor 

Note: Table entries are means with standard errors in parentheses. Emotion means in the same column <.lit11·l' 

signific.intly from each oLher at p< .001. 

emotions questions with a question tapping opinion change after watching

the ads: "Thinking about the video you just saw, is your opinion of [CAN

DlDATE] now more favorable , less favorable, or has it not changed?" We 

asked this about both candidates after each ad was shown. For ease of analy

sis , we converted the ordinal responses into a three-point scale ranging from

less favorable (-1) to more favorable (I). Table 6.1 reports the results of the

change in opinion toward Clinton and Trump after watching each attack ad.

The ads did significantly lower attitudes toward their intended targets-by

-0.13 on our three-point scale, the same for both candidates. It is striking that

the ads had a significant effect, even though respondents saw each only once 

and undoubtedly had developed a trove of attitudes about the candidates and

campaign before encountering our survey. This suggests the power of nega

tive ads to influence voters, at least in the short run (Mattes and Redlawsk

2014). As viewers perceived contempt and other emotions expressed in the

ads, they lowered their evaluation of the candidate targeted by the ads . But

this does not tell us whether contempt and/or anger better explains the opin

ion change caused by these ads. To more parsimoniously analyze the direct

effect of emotions, we combined the data from both ads and then computed 

the average change in opinion toward the target of the ad-that is, the candi

date that was attacked , summarizing across both Clinton and Trump. 
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To examine the roles of each specific emotion, we ran an OLS regressioil 
model using opinion change toward the target as the dependent variable , and 
the four perceived emotions as independent variables. Results are reported 
in Table 6.2. The effects are small, but significant, for both anger and con
tempt (though, not for fear). Perceived anger corresponds to a 0.03 (p<.001) 
decrease in opinion of the target for each point on the scale of increasing 
emotion. This means that raising perceived anger from lowest ("none at 
all") to highest ("a large amount") would lower opinions of the attacked 
candidate by -0.24 on our scale. Unexpectedly, perceived contempt led to 
an improved opinion of the target (b=0.03, p<.05). What should we make of 
this difference , not just in magnitude but in direction of the effects of these 
two discrete emotions? Anger seems to make sense--express anger about tht: 
target and voters respond accordingly. reducing their support. But contempt is 
clearly different. The fact that we see a backlash effect may reflect the nature 
of contempt in politics. Perhaps some voters who see contempt expressed 
give more thought' to the target (since contempt is an other-regarding emo
tion) and respond with something akin to "it's disrespectful to talk about the 
candidate that way" resulting in a rally effect in support for that candidate. 
This mechanism is, of course, speculation on our part, but the existence of 
differing effects does suppott our claim of the importance of differentiating 
the emotions of contempt and anger. 

It is often argued that negative ads create backlash, where the attacker 
is harmed by the ad more than the intended target, although as Mattes and 

Table 6.2 Emotional Response to Campaign Ads Predicting Opinion Change 

Perceived Emotion 

Contempt 

Anger 

Fear 

Admiration 

Constant 

N 
R-squared

**p<0.01. 

Opinion change toward attacked candidate 

0.03 ** 
(0.01) 

-0.03**
(0.01)

-0.01
(0.01)

0.05** 
(0.01) 

-0.23**
(0.08)

726 
0.05 
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Redlawsk (2015) suggest, this effect is dependent on the extremity or the ad.

Here, we can measure backlash as opinion change toward the attacker on our

three-point scale. Table 6.1 reports the results for each candidate: backlash

for the anti-Clinton ad was -0.06, while backlash for the anti-Trump ad was

not significant (-0.0 l). When we summarize across both candidates, the ads

caused a minor, but statistically significant, backlash effect on the attacker:

opinions of the attacker dropped by -0.04 on the scale, as compared to tbe

-0.13 decrease for the target. We next performed a t-test comparing the opin

ion changes for attacker and target, and we found this difference to be statist i

cally significant at the p<.001 level. At least within the context of our sorvey,

the candidates gained more than they lost from running the two attack ads.

even as they generated a host of emotional responses, including contempt. 

CONCLUSION

Prior theory and research on negative emotions and voting have emphasiz.ed

a small subset of these emotions-anger, and fear or anxiety. We investigated 

whether an additional emotion , contempt, should be added to theories and

research on the determinants of candidate evaluations. 

We find evidence that voters perceive contempt expressed in political

communications, as shown by their responses to two negative advertisements

from the 2016 presidential election. From responses to the ever-felt emotion

questions, we also know that voters are incl ined to feel contempt toward

the candidates. Furthermore, we have evidence that contempt is relevant to

political outcomes-those who perceived anger or contempt in the negative

ads were also likely to change their evaluations of the attacked candidates. 

Finally, we find that not all negative emotions are alike. Anger and con·

tempt are clearly distinct in our study, felt and perceived at different levels

and having different effects on candidate evaluations. Though this suggests

altering prevailing models of emotions and voting, it comports well with

theory and research in psychology, which suggests that anger and contempt,

being quite different emotions, might uniquely contribute to our understand-

ing of poljtical outcomes.

ln our 2016 low a Caucus study (Redlawsk et al., 2017), we found that con-

tempt, while felt by fewer caucus goers than anger, was independently associ�

ated with lowered probabilities of voting for leading candidates. Moreover

in that study our analyses suggested the leading candidates benefited from

contempt felt toward their rivals. In contrast, in the present study contempt

perceived in ads was associated with increased favorability toward the target.

Perhaps voters who perceive an ad as especiaIIy contemptuous are those who

do not feel as much contempt toward its target as an ad expresses. That could
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explain how perceil'ing an ad as contemptuous could correlate with sympathy 
for the target and backlash against its sponsor, even if felt contempt has a 
negative impact and the ad decreases the target's favorability. 

To summarize, we found that the little studied emotion of contempt was 

perceived most in Republican and Democratic campaign ads, and felt toward 
candidates by many voters; and that contempt perceived in ads unexpectedly 
predicted increased favorability toward the target candidate in which might 
be a backlash against using such an appeal. As with our 2016 Iowa Caucus 
study, observed independent effects of contempt and anger support discrete 
emotion theories of emotions and voting, and suggest it is important to add 
contempt to prevailing theories. They also argue for adding questions mea
suring contempt to surveys that attempt to understand and predict electoral 
outcomes, such as the American National Election Studies. 

Considering the differences discussed above in the impact of contempt 
across candidates and elections, we suggest that the effects of contempt on 
voter evaluation of candidates and subsequent vote choice (as with other 
emotions that have been studied) are contingent on the election, the specific 

candidates, and the perceived competitiveness of the campaign. Based on our 
findings, we suggest that more researchers include contempt in studies of the 
emotional content of campaigns, and its impact on the perception of candi
dates for office and election results. 

NOTES 

I. Dr. Ben Carson ultimately became a member of President Trump's cabinet.
2. Retrieved from http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2016/feh/8/donald

tru mp-je b-bush-trade-loser-insu It -ahead-nh-/. 
3. Retrieved from http://www.cnn.com/2015/08/J 9/politics/donald-trump-mitt

romney-choked-2012/. 
4. Retrieved from http://time.com/422487 l /donald-trump-south-carolina-ted

cruz-liar/. 
5. Retrieved from http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2015/jul/21 /donald

trump-lindsey-graham-total-lightweight/. 
6. Of course, the history of such attacks predates 2016. For example, in 1968,

an ad for the Hubert Humphrey presidential campaign featured the on-screen text 
"Agnew for Vice-President?" amid the sound of uncontrollable laughter. Retrieved 
from http://www.cbsnews.com/pictures/memorable-campaign-ads/6/. 

7. Retrieved from http://www.cnn.com/2016/02/26/politics/marco-rubio-donald
trump-morning-show-attacks/. 

8. Retrieved from http://thehill.com/blogs/ballot-box/presidential-races/269136-
cruz-ad-on-rubio-vote-for-more-than-pretty-face. 

9. Ret,ieved from https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/the-fix/wp/2016/02/06/
transcript-of-the-feb-6-gop-debate-annotated/. 

Cn11te111/II a11,I 1\11.�1'/' in the 20 /6 U.S. Pre.,itle11ti11/ Efr,·tio11 11., 

I 0. hitps ://www. theguard ian .com/u s -news/20 16/sc p/30/c Ii 111 on-I ru 111 p-

11·111peramentally-unfit-lead-alicia-machado. 

11. More information about the survey, along with data from past years. can be

1, ,und at https://cces.gov.harvard.edu/. 

12. Retrieved from https://cces.gov.harvard.edufnews/cces-pre-election-survcy-

iO I 6. 
13. Of these, the gender breakdown was 56 percent male, 44 percent female. Mean

:,1,i.: was 50± 16. Seventy-three percent of our 801 respondents classified themselves as

ll'hite, 'JO percent as black, IO percent as Hispanic, and 3 percent as Asian. 

14. The Clinton attack on Trump can be found at https://www.youtubc.com/

watch?v==A_xkd_hWojc and the T11.1mp attack on Clinton is at https://www.youtubc.

,·1Jm/watch?v==XZP3c1AgpuQ. 

15. A smaller group of our respondents (764) were shown the videos, a.nd of these,

726 answered all of the subsequent questions about emotions in the ad a.nd the can

didates' favorability. There were no significant demographic differences between the

764 shown the video and the full sample of I 000. 
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Part II 

POLITICAL PARTIES: DID 2016 

UNDERMINE THE CONVENTION., 

WISDOM ON THE INFLUENCE 

OF PARTIES IN ELECTIONS? 


